BASF EFKA SL 3031

BASF EFKA SL 3031 (previously known as EFKA 3031) is a slip, leveling and antiblocking additive that is compatible with all medium to high-polarity solvent based systems. It improves mar-resistance, slip and smoothness, decreases the tendency to floating of pigments and the sensitivity to air-draughts. EFKA SL 3031 is compatible with all medium- to high-polarity solventbased systems.

While EFKA SL 3031 is a good product, it is Tri-iso’s opinion that AFCONA 3031 is a much better option. Afcona 3031 Slip and Levelling Agent is a polyether-modified polysiloxane slip and levelling agent for solvent-based coatings, and is primarily used in metal and UV cured coatings. Afcona 3031 Slip and Levelling Agent offers very good slip performance and enhances the wet look appearance of coatings.

Afcona 3031 Slip and Levelling Agent is particularly recommended for use in 2K polyurethane coatings, industrial heat-cured coatings when cured below 170C, and in UV cured coatings.

Please click here to request a sample, quotation or additional information on EFKA SL 3031.

EFKA SL 3031 is a registered trademark of BASF. Tri-iso TryLine does not distribute EFKA SL 3031 or other BASF products.